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Introduction
While B-mode and Doppler imaging provide tissue information depending on acoustic impedance and vascular flow, ultrasound elastography independently provides information about tissue stiffness [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . By applying a stress to the tissue, the sonographer causes internal tissue changes that are dependent on the elastic properties of the tissue [8] . Strain elastography (SE), shear wave elastography, transient elastography, and acoustic radiation force elastography are the main techniques widely used by clinical practitioners and among those, SE is the most common technique allowing real-time visualization of an image on the display screen [7, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . The stress is usually applied manually via a hand-held ultrasound transducer (free-hand SE), which provides low-frequency compression ( Fig. 1 ) [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] .
Basic Physics of SE
When a performer applies a certain amount of pressure via the transducer, the tissue is deformed by the force, producing "strain," which is the main concept on which SE is based. This information is then transferred to the machine, and the difference in the echo produced by the pressure is calculated [4, 5] . The definition of strain is the change in size or shape after applying force and is expressed as a ratio (change of length per unit) [2] [3] [4] . When the stress is evenly applied, we can measure the strain using the modulus of elasticity (E=stress/strain) [1] . SE actually measures the relative strain of one area compared to that of another and displays these results using a colored map [1] [2] [3] [4] . This strain information is overlapped over the B-mode sonogram and allows for direct visualization of the strain distribution map. This "elastogram" is usually color-coded, unlike the gray-scale sonogram of the B-mode ultrasonography [1] [2] [3] . Stress causes tissue deformation, and the consequent elastogram is visualized as a split-screen concurrent with the conventional B-mode sonogram. Tissue stiffness is displayed in a spectrum of colors from red (usually soft tissue, though variable) to blue (hard tissue) (Fig. 2) [8] . Several factors such as the strength of force, different tissue depths, probe alignment, and out-of-plane movements of the transducer are complicating factors that can result from manual compression [1] [2] [3] . Therefore, SE is a largely qualitative or semi-quantitative imaging technique, and an elastogram is a relative image to be used for visual comparison only [8] .
Plantar Fasciitis
Plantar fasciitis is one of the common causes of non-traumatic heel pain, which can be reduced by applications such as steroid injection [22, 23] . Typical ultrasonographic findings of plantar fasciitis are a thickened plantar fascial layer, loss of normal striation, a hypoechoic lesion within the fascia, and peri-fascial fluid. However, these radiologic changes are not always seen [24, 25] . Lee et al. [26] retrospectively reviewed SE findings of 18 patients' feet who were diagnosed based on a clinical history and physical examination but showed normal findings on conventional ultrasonography, as well as those of 18 asymptomatic feet. The results showed significantly softer plantar fascia in patients with plantar fasciitis than in the control group. These findings indicate that fascial softening witnessed on elastography precedes morphologic changes visible on B-mode imaging. Therefore, SE provides information about the mechanical properties of the plantar fascia during the very early stage of inflammation, before macroscopic changes take place (Fig.  3 ) [26] . SE does not require additional software or hardware and is therefore easy to perform, and may be useful in providing useful information on the plantar fascia [26] . Inter-observer agreement of SE findings is also superb, as the plantar fascia is a superficial structure, with minimal variation in depth from one patient to another [26] .
Achilles Tendon
In a study of healthy volunteers and their ultrasonographically normal Achilles tendons using conventional ultrasonography, the normal tendons showed two distinct SE patterns. They were either homogeneously hard or, mostly (more than 60%), considerably inhomogeneous soft structures (longitudinal bands or spots), which did not match any findings in ultrasonography or Doppler ultrasonography [16] . In two studies by the same research group, Fig. 1 . An example of performing strain elastography for musculoskeletal system. A, B. Strain elastography enables real-time gray-scale ultrasonography and a corresponding color map with detail on various parameters. Frq, frequency; Gn, gain; D, dynamic range; AO%, acoustic output; T, threshold; L/A, line density/frame average; PRF, pulse representative frequency. A B the authors compared asymptomatic and symptomatic tendons, and the asymptomatic tendons tended to be consistently hard in most cases (86%-93%), and some contained mild softening (7%-12%) and marked softening (0%-1.3%). On the other hand, symptomatic tendons showed significant softening in 57%, mild softening in 11%, and no softening (hard structures) in 32% of cases [17, 18] . SE may be superior to B-mode ultrasonography in detecting early histopathologic degeneration of Achilles tendinosis [27] . The reasons for the difference between ultrasonography and SE have not yet been verified, but early changes in the Achilles tendon or falsepositive cases could contribute to the difference [27] .
Torticollis
Congenital muscular torticollis (CMT) is a common congenital disorder in neonates and infants, showing incidence of 0.3% to 1.9% [28] [29] [30] . In previous studies, ultrasonographic findings showed focal or diffuse thickening in the lower two-thirds of the sternocleidomastoid muscle (SCM), with the size of the lesions ranging from 8 to 15.8 mm at the maximal transverse diameter and the length ranging from 13.7 to 45.8 mm [31] . The lesions were hyper-echoic in 49% and of mixed echogenicity in 49% [32] . However, there are some limitations in evaluating CMT using ultrasonography. First, the size of the SCM can decrease after physical therapy, which can affect its thickness and echogenicity [30, 33] . In addition, the echogenicity and the maximum thickness of the SCM range widely, and for those demonstrating subtle changes, the diagnosis of CMT using ultrasonography can be challenging [31] [32] [33] [34] . According to Lee et al. [33] , the SCM in patients with CMT had decreased elasticity compared to normal muscles, and SE showed stiffness of the tightened SCM in those subjects (Fig. 4) . The authors concluded that, in cases with inconclusive results of B-mode ultrasonography, SE may be a subordinate tool to evaluate CMT [33] .
Soft Tissue Tumor
According to Lalitha et al. [35] , malignant tumors are generally stiffer than benign tumors and appear as blue alterations on SE. Lipomas ranged in color from red to blue on SE, vascular soft tissue tumors such as hemangiomas were red to green (with no blue), and neurogenic tumors were green (no blue) [35] . Some areas of the lesions had no color (black sign). These could have been artifacts; however, they correlated with malignant lesions [35] . Park et al. [36] evaluated ultrasonographic features of superficial epidermoid tumors (ET) with an emphasis on SE features that might help differentiate ET from other benign soft tissue tumors and malignant soft tissue tumors. They retrospectively evaluated ultrasonography and SE data of 103 surgically-confirmed superficial soft-tissue tumors and tumor-like lesions. There were significant differences in echogenicity between ET and other benign tumors and between malignant and benign tumors [36] . Malignant tumors showed higher SE scores (3-4, hard nature) than did ET or other benign soft tissue tumors (Figs.  5, 6 ). There were no differences in SE score between ET and other benign tumors. Superficial ET demonstrates a softer nature than malignant tumors; however, it does not have a different SE pattern from other benign tumors [36] .
Technical Aspects and Performing Adequate SE
If a tumor is located near bone, it may show more strain than those e-ultrasonography.org located far from bone [37] . When examining a subcutaneous tumor, not only the vertical force applied to it, but also the reaction from the adjacent bone to the tumor decreases the lesion's elasticity as the distance decreases [37] . It is important for the examiner to decide how much pressure to apply to the tissue [8] . Because there is a direct proportion between the pressure applied on the skin and the strain produced, the pressure should be moderate to make the linear elastic properties as expected [6] . Currently, many computerized techniques and software compose SE systems and can provide visual feedback to ensure the correct application of pressure when used in conjunction with sonograms [8] . The evaluator of an elastogram should consider going through the entire cine loops, because the static images have higher chances of intra-observer variation or transient temporal fluctuations [15, 18, 34] . Most radiologists choose representative images from the compression cycle and from the middle of each cycle from cine loops of at least three compression-relaxation cycles to assess the elastograms, because the calculations of the elastogram at the first and last section of each cycle are often incorrect [16] [17] [18] . The lack of quantitative measurements is another major problem in SE [8] , and this has led many researchers to develop various methods to assess elastograms. Semi-quantitative measurements such as the strain ratio, qualitative and visual assessment of elastograms using patterns, scores or grades, or commercially available external computer software are used to make assessments [15] [16] [17] [18] 35, 36] . However, these various and complicated systems have led to considerable confusion in interpreting findings of different studies, as well as a lack of reproducibility and difficulty in comparing the results, even if the same technique is applied in all cases [8] . Several issues should be considered when using SE for examining musculoskeletal tissue. In contrast to conventional musculoskeletal ultrasonography, in which the radiologist has to apply minimal pressure to avoid the distortion of underlying tissues (e.g., synovial fluid or bursitis), SE requires a certain amount of pressure to allow the correct application of the technique [8] . The B-mode appearance influences SE data, so the probe should always be held perpendicular to the tissue to reduce anisotropy [16] [17] [18] . It is well known that reproducing images of the Achilles tendon in the longitudinal view is superior to that of the transverse view because of more frequent artifacts at the medial and lateral sides of the image due to unilateral pressure and out-of-plane movements of the transducer [15] . This can also be applied to other tendons, and radiologists should take into account that images of all tendons in transverse images have inferior quality [15] . Non-homogenous application of pressure on a lesion can cause changes in elasticity at the borders [15] [16] [17] [18] 34] ; therefore, in this case, overlapping images can help overcome this problem (Fig. 1) [8] . When examining body parts with prominent bony projections, for example, superficial protuberant masses, it is difficult to apply uniform compression, which is another limitation of SE [34] . Another standardization problem is the distance between the probe and the tissue we need to examine. The minimum distance needed to evaluate an elastogram is usually 1.2 mm in most ultrasound systems, and gel pads or probe adaptors may help increase the distance between the skin and probe, which is especially important when examining thin people with little subcutaneous fat [8, [16] [17] [18] [19] .
Conclusion
SE provides information about tissue stiffness and allows real-time visualization of the image; however, SE cannot replace gray-scale, color, or power Doppler ultrasonography. SE can increase diagnostic accuracy in combination with those other imaging techniques, and may be useful for the follow-up of benign lesions. 
